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Detecting the
Gender Gap
in Computer
Science

in the fields of science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) in
most countries, including Germany and the U.S.29,32 This
was demonstrated in several surveys investigating the
proportion of women in the STEM fields for specific
populations. Some of these studies, for example,
investigated the number of enrolled students10,30 or the
percentage of female professors at universities. Other
studies analyzed the disparities in research funding.23
Nearly all these surveys selected a particular population
of women in consideration of their university degree

or their nationality.11,34 Like many other
studies investigating the gender gap
and its reasons in science, these surveys
are usually based on data records from
several kinds of registrations or enrollments, for example, the enrollment as
student or doctoral student, the registration of finished doctoral theses or the
membership as professor in a certain
country.1,14,16,28 However, researchers at
the postdoctoral level or industrial researchers are often not registered and
unfortunately drop out of the surveys.
Bibliometric approaches are widely
used to detect the gender gap and to determine possible reasons for it,4,12,15,33 for
example, the research performance or
collaboration behavior1,2,4,18 or different
cognitive or sociocultural determinants.9,13,16 In this study, we use a method to detect the gender gap in the group
of scientifically active researchers regardless of the limitations mentioned
and focused to a certain scientific field.
The group of interest comprises scientists that are currently active in doing research and publishing their findings—
regardless of their university degree,
nationality, gender, age, or origin and
irrespective of their employment level in
university or industry. As a case study, we
measured the gender gap in the scientific field of the Transregional Research
Centre 89 Invasive Computing (CRC/
Transregio 89),a which investigates a
novel paradigm for the design and programming of future parallel computing
systems and covers research from diverse domains of computer science and
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key insights
˽

The bibliometric approach allows to
estimate the proportion of scientifically
active women in CS, regardless of their
degree, employment level, nationality,
age, or origin.

˽

The percentage of women contributing
to 19 representative conferences in CS
within the last six years is, on average,
below 10%.

˽

The percentage of women shows only
small variations over individual years
and conferences.
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a http://www.invasic.de
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Table 1. Selected conferences.
Conference name and abbreviation
International Conference on Applied Cryptography and Network Security (ACNS)
International Conference on Architecture of Computing Systems (ARCS)
International Conference on Application-specific Systems, Architectures and Processors (ASAP)
Asia and South Pacific Design Automation Conference (ASP-DAC)
International Conference on Architectural Support for Programming Languages and Operating
Systems (ASPLOS)
International Conference on Compilers, Architectures, and Synthesis for Embedded Systems (CASES)
International Conference on Compiler Construction (CC)
International Conference on Hardware/Software Codesign and System Synthesis (CODES+ISSS)
Design Automation Conference (DAC)
Design, Automation and Test in Europe (DATE)
International European Conference on Parallel and Distributed Computing (Euro-Par)
European Conference on Computer Systems (EuroSys)
International Conference on Parallel Computing (ParCo)
Symposium on Operating Systems Principles (SOSP)
USENIX Annual Technical Conference (USENIX)
International Conference on Virtual Execution Environments (VEE)
Conference on Design and Architectures for Signal and Image Processing (DASIP)
International Conference on Humanoid Robots (Humanoids)
Network and Distributed System Security Symposium (NDSS)

Table 2. List of Excluded Classes.
Onomastic Classes
Hong Kong
China
Taiwan
Republic of Korea
Viet Nam
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea

electrical engineering, such as computer engineering, operating systems, programming languages, security, robotics,
and high-performance computing. To
ensure only scientifically active scientists are taken into account, we decided
to collect data of researchers that successfully published their results in proceedings of international conferences
within the last six years.
Conferences and the appropriate
conference proceedings are the common publication medium in computer
science and have a much higher impact
than journal papers. For this purpose,
and for working with representative and
high-quality data, we used the DBLP
Computer Science Bibliography,8 which
lists the major computer science journals and conference proceedings, as our
database. Table 1 presents a summary
and selection of the 19 most relevant
conferences for different disciplines of
our CRC/Transregio 89. Based on this
selection, we developed a Perl script extracting the author names by the given
76

constraints (conference name and a period of six years). Based on the filtered
results, we subsequently determined the
country of origin and the gender of each
author by NamSor Applied Onomastics.20 We finally verified this approach
by random sampling and manual classification of the sampled names. The
extracted information was then used to
detect the gender gap in the field of the
CRC/Transregio 89 Invasive Computing.
Methods
Extraction of author names from the
DBLP Computer Science Bibliography.
To gather the original population of all
scientifically active researchers within
the scientific field described, we extracted the names of authors contributing to most relevant conferences (Table
1) within the last six years from the
DBLP Computer Science Bibliography.8
The DBLP Computer Science Bibliography provides bibliographic information on all major computer science
journals and proceedings. This opendata service indexes more than 4 million articles, published by more than
2.1 million authors.8
To pull the author names from
the DBLP database, we created a Perl
script: This script, which is publicly
available under MIT licenseb extracts
all author names—regardless of the
b https://github.com/luhsra/venueauthor
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order of authors—for all papers published at a certain conference. The
conference is defined by the input variables venue and year. The venues are the
acronyms of the conferences as listed
in Table 1. For years, we chose the 2012
to 2017. The script displays a list with
the authors’ first and last name, and
the conference name and year. The resulting population comprises of 18,116
authors. Some 242 authors used abbreviations instead of first names, so these
names were excluded from the analyses, resulting in an original population
of 17,874 names.
Data handling. The extracted author names from the DBLP database
were subsequently classified by NamSor Applied Onomastics, a name recognition software provided by a private
start-up company.20 The specialized
data mining software also recognizes
the linguistic or cultural origin of each
personal name in any alphabet/language and allocates an onomastic class
and the gender to each author name.
The innovative machine learning algorithm provides unmatched accuracy at
a fine-grained level, with flexibility and
integration capability, to filter through
large databases and extract names. It
recognizes which language or culture
stands behind a given name.20 It is already known that the cultural context
and origin are important for the determination of gender by name. Therefore, some names cannot be clearly
defined without the origin. The name
Andrea, for example, is a male name
in Italy, but a female name in Spain.
Some more examples are Jean, Joan,
Laurence, Sascha, and Maria. To ensure a high degree of accuracy in the
classification of the author names and
to take the cultural context and the
origin into account, we decided to use
NamSor Origin API first, followed by
NamSor Gender API.
Determination of the likely country of
origin of a name by NamSor Origin API.
NamSor Origin API allows determining the likely country of origin of each
author, based on the sociolinguistics
of the name (language, culture). The
anthroponomical classification can be
summarized as follows: Judging from
the name only and the publicly available list of all 150k Olympic athletes
since 1896 (and other similar lists of
names), for which national team would

contributed articles
precision in the range of 95%–99%—
but we should pay attention to the
structure of Asian names. The used
Perl script generates a list of authors
with first name and family name. In
Asia, the family name comes first,
followed by the first name. Although
there are currently over 4,000 Chinese
surnames, only 100 surnames still
make up over 85% of China’s 1.3 billion citizens. In fact, just the top three
Wang, Li, and Zhang cover more than
20% of the population.22 The situation
is aggravated by the fact that a lot of
Chinese names are not strongly correlated with gender. Moreover, if they
were transliterated in Latin characters, even more information gets lost.
The automatic determination of gender from Asian names with sufficient
accuracy is not within the bounds of
possibility of this work.35 The analysis
shows that 96.3% of the unclassified
names come from these six onomastic
classes. For these reasons, we decided
to exclude all these Asian names from
the onomastic classes listed in Table

2. Removal of these names reduces the
population by 4,773 to 13,101 names.
After the removal of Asian names, 149
unclassified names are remaining.
In Figure 2, the distribution of male,
female, and unclassified authors after
the removal of Asian names is shown.
The percentage of female authors increases slightly to 11.3%, but the number
of unclassified names has been reduced
to 1.1%. The number of male authors
has increased accordingly to 87.5%.
Validation of name sorting. After
applying the procedure described earlier, we ended up with a population
of 13,101 names (basic population):
1,486 names were classified as female
names, 11,466 as male names. To test
whether the names classified as female names really belong to women
and—vice versa—those classified as
male names really belong to men, we
randomly selected samples from the
basic population of men and women.
The minimal sample sizes n of women and men is calculated using the
following formula:

Figure 1. Distribution of female, male, and unclassified names as assorted by NamSor Gender
API in the original population.
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Figure 2. Distribution of female, male, and unclassified names as assorted by NamSor Gender
API in the population when disregarding Asian names.
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the person most likely run? Here, the
U.S., Australia, among others are typically considered as a melting pot of
other cultural origins (Ireland, Germany, among others) and not as an onomastic class on its own.25,27
Based on the NamSor Origin API
algorithm, the basic population of
17,874 authors was classified into 71
onomastic classes. The 20 proportionally largest classes represent 82.3% of
the basic population. 16 onomastic
classes have less than 20 authors listed
and represent together under 1% of the
basic population. The classification of
cultural and geographical provenience
of the author names by the NamSor Origin API algorithm shows that our data
set is reasonably diverse and shows an
acceptable variability with respect to
the origin.
Determination of the likely gender of
a name by using NamSor Gender API. For
this task, we used the NamSor Gender
API. The software predicts the gender of
a personal name on a –1 (male) to +1 (female) scale and covers the U.S., European, Indian, African, Chinese, Hebrew,
Russian/Slavic/Cyrillic, and Arabic
names. In this step, the software combines two algorithms to maximize accuracy. First, a unique global name sociolinguistics algorithm that recognizes
the origin of the couple first name and
last name and infers whether the name
sounds male or female in that particular culture. Second, a query in a massive
database (800,000 names), which contains statistical information about baby
names in each country of the world.19
Nevertheless, NamSor recommends
passing additional geography/local context to the names to improve the accuracy of classification.19 The reliability of
this method was already investigated in
several publications.6,25–27,31
Figure 1 reveals that 67.7% of the
author names are classified as male
and only a small proportion of 9.9%
are classified as female names. Some
22.4% of the names in the basic population are unclassified (scale 0). These
not classified names mainly have two
reasons: names like Kerry, Jean, or Maria that are not strongly correlated to
gender, and the structure and usage of
Asian names.
Removal of Asian names. In most
countries and cultures, the method
of onomastics is very accurate, with a
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In Equation (1), N is the number of
elements in the stock population, e the
margin of error (5%), z is the z-score
(1.96 for a confidence level of 95%), and
P the prior judgment of the correct distribution (0.5, no prior judgment).
This gives us a sample size of 306 for
the group of female names and 372 for
the group of male names. The gender of
scientists from these sample groups was
manually verified by searching them on
the Internet—assuming scientifically
active persons to have an Internet presence. We determined the gender of the
scientists by photos and the usage of gender-specific keywords (he, she, him, her,
among others) on the personal homepages, on platforms like LinkedIn17 or
ResearchGate24 or pages referring to the
scientist, for instance, as authors.
The results are shown in Figure 3.
The estimation of the likely gender of a
person by “NamSor Gender API” works
quite well for male scientist but noticeably not as good for the group of female
scientists: In the group of men, 84%
were correctly verified to be male, only
0.3% were female, and 15.6% could not
be verified due to no Internet presence.
In the group of women, only 70% were
correctly verified as female, yet 17.6%
were male and 12% could not be found
on the Internet.
In addition to the determination
of the likely gender on the basis of the
country of origin, we evaluated the gender classification accuracy when alternatively using the affiliation country
extracted from the Scopus database.
Scopus, Elsevier’s abstract and citation database generates precise citation search results and automatically
updates researcher and institution
profiles, unlike the DBLP database.
The Phyton script we developed to extract the affiliation country of authors
is publicly available under MIT license.c
To compare the classification accuracy
of both approaches, the hand-verified
set of 314 male and 269 female names
serves as input. The percentage of true
classifications for the first method, for
example, is obtained as the number of
correctly classified samples (528) in rec https://github.com/luhsra/venueauthor
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lation to the total of 583 samples. We
could show that there is a difference of
less than 1% in classification accuracy
when either using the country of origin
or the affiliation country as input for the
NamSor Gender API (see Figure 3).
Based on these random experiments, we decided to correct the automatically determined number of
female and male authors accordingly
using the following term:
Fcor r = F • corrf f + M • corrf m
Mcor r = M • corrmm + F • corrmf

(2)
(3)

In Eqs. (2) and (3), Fcorr and Mcorr denote the corrected numbers of women
and men, F and M are the original values obtained from the name-sorting
procedure, and corrx are the correction
factors estimated from the results of
the verification of name sorting:
corrf f = females in female group = 0.70
corrmm = males in male group = 0.84
corrf m = females in male group = 0.003
corrmf = males in female group = 0.17
The results shown next present corrected percentages of female and male
researchers using Eqs. (2) and (3).
Case Study
For the 19 representative computer science conferences selected for our analysis as shown in Table 1, we extracted
from the DBLP Computer Science Bibliography a total of 18,116 names of authors contributing to these conferences within the last six years and removed
242 authors that used initials instead
of the full first names (original population). The names were then classified
by origin and gender using the NamSor
Applied Onomastics. From the original
population, 4,773 author names assigned to Hong Kong, China, Taiwan,
Republic of Korea, Viet Nam, and the
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea were removed due to the infeasibility of automatic classification. A small
number of 149 names (0.8%) were left
unclassified for unknown reasons.
After applying the presented stochastic sampling of this population
and subsequently applying the correction according to Eqs. (2) and (3) on the
resulting basic population of 13,101
names, we could finally estimate that
the percentage of women contributing
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to the 19 conferences within the last
six years is, on average, below 10% (as
illustrated in Figure 4). On a per year
basis, the percentage of female authors
shows only small variations between
8.68% in 2012 and 10.1% in 2016.
Our approach now allows us to have
a closer look at the proportion of scientifically active women in different
individual conferences, and thus areas
of computer science and not only to calculate the overall proportion of women
in computer science as a whole. To illustrate the percentage of female authors
in individual conferences, we picked out
three of them: The International Conference on Hardware/Software Codesign
and System Synthesis (CODES+ISSS),
the Design, Automation and Test in Europe (DATE) and the International Conference on Compiler Construction (CC).
The percentage of female authors varies
here between 6.2% for the CC and 11.7%
for the CODES+ISSS conference. For
the DATE conference, the percentage of
female authors amounts to an average
value of 9.6%.
A closer look at the participation
of women in all 19 conferences finally
reveals a nearly symmetrical distribution. Five of the investigated conferences have a percentage of female authors above 10%, and five conferences
have a proportion of female authors
below 8.0% (see Table 3).
Table 3. Percentage of female authors in the
examined conferences.
Conference
CODES+ISSS

Percentage
of female authors
11.73

ACNS

11.51

Humanoids

10.98

DAC

10.41

CASES

10.26

ASP-DAC

9.94

Euro-Par

9.80

VEE

9.72

DATE

9.63

NDSS

9.61

DASIP

9.39

PARCO

8.68

EuroSys

8.48

USENIX

8.32

ASPLOS

7.96

SOSP

7.00

ARCS

6.72

ASAP

6.70

CC

6.15

contributed articles
Figure 3. Results of manual verification of gender classification using samples of names classified as female, respectively male (left)
and comparison of accuracy when either using country of origin determined by NamSor or affiliation country extracted from Scopus as an
alternative (right).
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Discussion
In this work, we used a bibliometric approach to estimate the proportion of scientifically active women in the specific
scientific field of computer science. In
contrast to previous studies in the STEM
fields that refer to limited data records,
our method provides a more general approach with reduced limitations:
˲ We make sure to take all authors
with publication activity in the last six
years into account—independent of
their university degree. Along with professors and postdoctoral, and industrial researchers, the examined group
includes senior lecturers, doctoral students, career changers, and even employees without an academic degree like
technicians or qualified IT specialists.
Our approach allows us to exclude researchers that are not scientifically active
anymore, for example, due to a change
in their scientific field or job. Also, researchers active in administration or
management are omitted, as well as students at the beginning of their studies.
We cannot exclude that our results are
partly influenced by an imbalance in research activity between female and male
researchers, as has been shown for other
scientific areas.5,15,21,28 However, since we
consider the number of authors and not
the number of publications, we assume
this influence is relatively small.
˲ We generate our population independent of the origin of the authors. On
the selected international conferences,
one can find conference delegates from
all over the world. As expected, we found
author names from 71 different ono-

0%

True
False
Origin by NamSor

True
False
Affiliation by Scopus

Figure 4. Final distribution of female and male names for 19 conferences in computer
science and electrical engineering after removal of Asian and unclassified names, and
correction using stochastic samples and applying Eqs. (2) and (3).
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mastic classes on our list, reflecting the
likely country of origin of the authors.
Our approach also provides the possibility to generate a population of authors
only for national conferences or for individual conferences.
Compared to many previous studies
searching for female scientists in computer science, our approach makes it
possible to focus the analysis to a single
conference further, a set of conferences
representative for a specific scientific
field, or to limit the data to a certain period of time. For the case study presented here, we examined representative
conferences suggested by the researchers of the CRC/Transregio 89 Invasive
Computing, which covers computer engineering, operating systems, programming languages, security, and the field
of application including robotics and
high-performance computing. By the selection of conferences, it would be pos-

sible to investigate other scientific fields
or to limit further the scientific area (for
example, to operating systems or computer security).
Despite these advantages of the method, we are not able to directly extract the
gender or origin of the authors from the
DBLP Computer Science Bibliography,
one reason being that DBLP does not list
these properties. By applying NamSor
Applied Onomastics, we were able to determine the gender of the authors automatically. Yet, after testing the accuracy
of this fully automatic classification on
random samples from the group of men
and women, we found out that although
only one man was wrongly classified,
17.6% of those classified as women were
in fact men. A more thorough inspection
indicated that 24.1% of wrongly classified women were from India. These differences in accuracy between men and
women through verification by random
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sampling is not explained by NamSor
Gender API. Indeed, they do not provide
any information about the classification
of names from India. To take the wrong
classifications into account, we determined corrective factors.
The most significant disadvantage
and a potential source of error of our
approach is the removal of names classified as Asian names. The excluded
group comprises a total of 4,773 names,
which amounts to 26.7% of all names in
the original population obtained from
the DBLP Computer Science Bibliography. The removal of these names may
distort the results. However, there is no
evidence so far that the proportion of
women in the group of removed Asian
names is significantly higher than in the
investigated group. In fact, several studies on women in the STEM disciplines
in Asia indicate that the proportion of
female students is even lower than in
other parts of the world.3,30 For the approach introduced in this study, there
was no possibility to determine the gender on the basis of an Asian name, as
explained in detail previously. The use
of the Chinese Name Gender Guesser7 or
other software platforms was not taken
into consideration because these take
the traditional Chinese characters of the
name to classify the gender.
For our analysis, we also removed 391
additional names of unknown gender
due to missing information. For example, 242 authors submitted only a single
character as the first name. There is obviously no way to determine the gender by
one letter. However, there is no evidence
that there is a disproportionate percentage of women in this group. These
names reflect 2.2% of the entire population and were therefore neglected.
Another assumption taken in this
study is the Internet presence of the authors for the estimation of the correction
factors in Eqs. (2)-(3). This assumption,
however, turned out not to be critical
since the percentages of authors not
found on the Internet are in the same
range for female and male authors.
In conclusion, we are presenting a
bibliometric method to capture and
classify female scientists that are currently active in research and in each a
specific field of computer science. The
group of female authors we captured
with our method includes those female
scientists successfully publishing their
80

research findings in peer-reviewed publications and, thus, having an impact
on their scientific community. The data
was collected regardless of the university degree and irrespective of whether
the scientist is employed at a university
or industry. The data provided by the
presented method is closing the gap of
postdoctoral researchers in industry and
university existing in many other surveys
of women in science. The method allows estimating the number of female
candidates suitable for recruiting them
as high-potential postdocs or professors
and could also be used to address other
questions of interest in the area of gender research as well as in a more general
context of university research.
This work was funded by the
Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft
(DFG, German Research Foundation) Project number 146371743 - TRR 89: Invasive Computing.
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